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ABSTRACT 
Agriculture is  the backbone of  Indian economy. In  India various crops are  grown such as  cotton,  wheat,  rice,
mustard, tea, coffee. The land of agronomical people is distributed into four categories such as small land holding
farmer, moderate land holding farmer, high land holding farmer and landless farmers. Around 70% farmers are
belongs to the small land holding farmer category. This reflects that majority of farmers having less area of growing.
Farmer directly depends on the productivity of the crop. So, this paper is focused to perform Feature Selection and
yield prediction of the crop by implementing Clustering algorithm.

Keywords:  Agriculture,  Yield  prediction,  Data  Mining,  K-Means,  Improved  K-Means,  K-medoid,  Clustering,
Matlab, Feature Selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Agriculture has been a wellspring of wage for a critical level of India's peoples for a considerable length of time. An
expansive mass of irrigable land, geologically shifting climatic conditions and a sizeable population having a place
with the work hands guaranteed that India turned into a farming nation. All inclusive,  farming still  remains an
overwhelming piece of the economy and the statistic. Today, around 60-70% of the nation's population relies upon
agronomy. 

Clustering is the unsupervised learning method.
In unsupervised learning there is not known input data. And learn by experimentation. It aimed to collect all the data
points that are similar to each other and put this collected data points into cluster. The remaining data points that are
outlier from the cluster are put into different cluster. There are various cluster algorithms such as:  Partitioning
methods, Fuzzy Clustering, Hierarchical Clustering, and Density-based, model-based are the types of Clustering. 
In agriculture field, data mining is a relatively pleasing research field. It  is applied to formulate the solution of
agriculture problems. In this paper, a model has been designed for effective decision making done by the farmer and
as  well  as  agency side.  This  proposed  paper,  performs feature  selection  and  recommendation  using clustering
algorithm that is applied to Climatic data set of Haryana of all 12 months and agriculture dataset of different districts
of Haryana which are having similar crop outcome. In this, algorithms are implemented for the selection of optimal
algorithm and Yield prediction.

In this Section1 contain about agronomy using data mining, Section 2 focused to described all related work to the
paper work, Section 3 present the data set and methodology used, Section 4 display the result and experimental part
and at last conclusion is provided by Section 5. 
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II. RELATED WORK

Various approaches were implemented by the researcher over the world to predict the outcomes of the crop. Monali
Paul et al. [18] described about the analysis of soil behavior and crop yield were forecasted with the help of data
mining. In this KNN and Naïve Bayes classification algorithm were implemented on the soil data set. They focused
to calculate the accuracy which helped them to calculate the yield. In the experiment the soil had been divided into
three categories that were low, high and moderate and best results were given by Naïve Bayes. In paper “Data
Mining Techniques to Predict the Accuracy of Soil Fertility” S. Hari Ganesh [19 ] performed a comparative analysis
between classification techniques. The soil data set were used to calculate the accuracy using naïve Bayes and Jrip.
The results showed that the error rate in naïve bayes were 0.321 and in Jrip were 0.0423. This concluded that Jrip
were worked better than naïve bayes in their paper.  
 
Feature Extraction used to extract the useful features. Pooja G. Mate et al. [20] proposed a paper to extract the
feature using remote sensed image for estimating the productivity of agriculture. In this feature selection and feature
optimization were done. The feature was selected from agricultural dataset to calculate the crop production. The
SVM was used as classification algorithm. Firstly input was applied that was remote sensed image, next step were
numerous collection of  feature,  next  feature  selection and  extraction,  4th step  was classification of  feature and
selection of optimal features and at last forecasted the yield. Neetu Chahal [17] gave a study, on Agricultural Image
processing using classification method. The first step was image acquisition which extracts the leaf image, next
Processing to resize the image, next were image segmentation that was feature extraction and at last Classification
was performed. The classification techniques were SVM, neural network and K-means clustering. At the end the
diseases were classified using various classification methods.

III. PROPOSED WORK

The objective of a research paper is addressed step by step below such as:
A. Data Set

All the databases used in this research paper are collected from Indian Government Agricultural Records of various
districts  of  Haryana.  From the  large  dataset,  only the  limited  factors  are  fetched  out  which  are  important  for
agriculture production.  All the factors are considered for a period of years 2009-2016. Some selected factors are
shown below such as:
Crop: The wheat and Mustard crop is selected as the crop of which prediction occurs.The crop details are collected
from [Haryana Agriculture Department]
Year: From 2009-2016 data are analyzed and collected from a government of Haryana. 
Area: The area used in this are calculated in terms of acres.
District:  In  this,  10 districts are taken such as  Rohtak, Fatehabad,  Sirsa,  Sonipat,  Kurukshetra,  Karnal,  Hissar,
Jhajjar, Bhiwani, Mahendergarh.
Months: The data of January to December are collected from date and time. 
Temperature: The min and max and mean temperature is used.
Humidity: As it affects the productivity of crops and the value represent %. 
Wind Speed: The speed of wind taken in km/h format.
Visibility: It is a measure of the distance at which the object can be clearly seen, it present in terms of km.
Pressure: It is denoted by 1001 mbar.
Precipitation: It is any form of water falling from the sky, and calculated in terms of mm.
Production: The production is taken into Quantile per acre.

B. Methodology Used:
a. Matlab: Matlab is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment. It was developed by Math Works. The
functionalities of Matlab are Manipulation of a matrix, Function plotting, data plotting, algorithm implementation,
user interface creation and interfacing with a program written in languages such as C, C++, Python.
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b. Feature Selection:  The Feature Selection reduced the number of inputs or selecting the required information.
From the existing data only useful information are extracted from the available dataset.
Information Gain: The information is a formula use to select important attributes of the dataset.

Pseudocode:
a. Calculate the Feature weight.
b. Sort them
c. Select a number of features needed for experimentation.
d. Save the information gain.

c. Yield Prediction: The Yield can be predicted using Clustering algorithm.
Formula to calculate Yield:

1. Base Prediction Formula:  It is equal to the average of previous year production. It uses only its own district
dataset.
predProduction2 = mean(production(predDis,1:totalYears-1));
 error2 = abs(actualProduction-predProduction2);
∑ni=1∑m j=1Production i , j /(n∗m) .

Here i is production value of previous year
j is production value of current year
n is a ending limit of i
m is ending limit of j
2. Proposed Prediction Formula:  It is calculated selecting particular clustering algorithm. w1, w2 are assigned
weights which are multiplied with previous year production.
w1=0.2;
w2= (1-w1);
predProduction1 = (w1*predProduction+w2*predProduction2);
 error1 = abs(actualProduction-predProduction1);

d. Clustering Algorithms: In, proposed work, K-means, Improved K-Means, K- Mediods clustering are compared
together on the basis of data collection of some districts of Haryana of wheat and mustard crop having similar
temperature, Humidity, wind speed and other climatic factors of the complete year. Based on the examination the
optimal parameter is achieved in order to get the high production of a crop.

K-Means: The similar items are grouped together, form a cluster. In this, the center of the cluster is the mean of
measurement in the cluster. The similarity is calculated, using Euclidean distance. 
d = √(x2-x1)2 + (y2-y1)2

Where d is calculated distance,
x1, x2= point x coordinate;
y1, y2= y coordinate;

Pseudocode:
a. Randomly select k cluster center (centroids)
b. Centroid collects all those points that are close to it.
c. Use batch update-with the closest centroid each observation is assigned to the cluster.
d. In each cluster, the average is computed to obtain knew centroid location.
e. Until the maximum number of iteration is not reached repeat steps b-d.
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Improved K-Means:  In K-Means algorithm, randomly centroids are selected. It doesn't provide efficient outputs
sometimes due to a random selection of centroid, whereas in the improved-means algorithm the sorting is performed
when the split occurs, the average is calculated then at the end centroids are formed. 
Pseudocode:
a.  Sort  the  points,  split  them  into  clusters,  calculate  the  average  and  at  the  end  k  cluster  center  is  achieved
(centroids).
b. All the points that are close are collected by centroids.
c. Each measurement is assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid.
d. In each cluster, the average is computed to obtain knew centroid location.
e. Repeat steps b-d until the maximum number of iteration is not achieved.

K-Medoids:
K-means is similar to K-Medoids. Both aimed is to divide a set of observation into k clusters so that Sum of the
distance between an observation and center of the observed cluster is minimized. In the K-Medoids, a center of the
cluster is a member of the cluster called medoids. The importance of k -medoids is that it can be implemented where
mean doesn’t exist within the dataset because k medoid returns the medoids which are the actual data points. The
distance calculated by k-medoids is Manhattan distance.
d=∑ni=1│ Xi−Y i │

Pseudocode:
a. Each k cluster has medoid which is achieved by using a technique defined by ‘START' name-value pair argument.
b. Testing of each point is done by checking if the sum of distance within cluster gets smaller using that point as the
medoids. If true new medoids are assign. Each point is assigned with the value closest to medoid.

IV. RESULTS

Feature Selection: In this a useful features are selected from the environmental dataset. Out of 8 features only 6 are
selected implemented information gain formula on matlab is shown in fig 1. Below such as. 

Fig1: Selected Features from Environment dataset.

In this selected features are: Pressure, Humidity, Precipitation, Month, District, and Temperature. 

Important Terms:
1. Execution time: The execution time taken by algorithm is represented by et.
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2. Number of iteration: It is number of time centroid is changed to select correct center. Here it is denoted by iter.
3. Distance: It is sum of the entire intermediate node. Here it is shown by Dist.

The Feature selection is used to improve the output of clustering algorithm used without feature selection. For this 3
Clustering algorithms are used such as K-Medoids, K-Means, Improved K-Means, all of them are described below
such as:

Basic K-Means: In Basic K-Means algorithm, 2 inputs are applied that are:
a. Clustering data: The environmental dataset.
b. Number of cluster: Here k=2(number of clusters) 
Output: It calculate 3 outputs such as et1 is execution time, iter1 is number of iteration, totalDist1 is total distance
of Basic K-Means, idx1, c1.
With the use of feature selection, it computes the Execution time, Number of Iteration, Distance of the algorithm.
The computed results are such as:
In this the average  is calculated by running 10 times, then the computer average execution time is 0.013, average
total distance is 2.7 and average number of iteration is 2.8

Fig 2: Execution time, number of iteration, distance

From the figure2, it is concluded that clusters are well separated from each other
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Fig 3: Shows Cluster1 and Cluster 2 using basic k-means
.
Improved K-Means: In Improved K-Means algorithm, 2 inputs are applied that are:
a. Clustering data: The environmental dataset.
b. Number of cluster: Here k=2(number of clusters) 
Output: It calculate 3 outputs such as et2 is execution time, iter2 is number of iteration, totalDist2 is total distance
of Improved K-Means.
Using feature  selection,  it  computes  the  Execution  time,  Number  of  Iteration,  Distance  of  the  algorithm.  The
computed results are such as:

Fig 4: Execution time, number of iteration, distance computed by improved K-means.
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Fig 5: Shows Cluster1 and Cluster 2 using improved k-means.

K-Medoids: In K-Medoids algorithm, 3 inputs are applied that are:
a. Clustering data: The environmental dataset filtered after feature selection.
b. Number of cluster: Here k=2(number of clusters) 
c. City Blocks:
Output: It calculate 3 outputs such as et3 is execution time, iter3 is number of iteration, totalDist3 is total distance
of Improved K-Medoids.
With the use of feature selection, it computes the Execution time, Number of Iteration, Distance of the K-Medoids
algorithm. The computed results are such as:

Fig 6: Execution time, number of iteration, distance of K-Medoid

In this the plus sign represent cluster 1, circle represent cluster2.  From fig 6, it is clearly viewed that both the cluster
are far a parted from each other
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Fig 7: Shows Cluster1 and Cluster 2 using K-medoids

Experimental and Evaluation:  After feature extraction the results are better as compare to the basic k-means,
Improved  K-means,  K-medoids  clustering  algorithms  implemented  without  feature  selection.  When  Feature
selection is not used that time the Improved K-Means works better then K-Medoids and basic k-means but having
very high number of iteration. The high number of iteration doesn’t make it optimal algorithm but this can be
improved using feature extraction. This can be visually shown below such as:

Fig8: Execution time, number of iteration, distance of all three clustering algorithm.
Clustering
algorithm

Et Iter Dist

Basic  K-
Means

0.013 2.8 2.7082

Improved
K-Means

0.002 2 2.7082

K-
Medoids

0.009 2.7 4.935

It is shown by Fig9  that the algorithms without feature extraction takes more time to execute, more number of
iteration to find centroid, more distance is taken as compare to when feature extraction is applied.

Fig9: Comparison between with and Without Feature selection using Basic K-means
K-means Without FS With FS

Et 0.051 0.013

Iter 5.1 2.8

Dist 2.8045 2.7082

From Fig10, it is concluded that improved k-means algorithm execute faster, having less number of iteration to reach
at correct centroid and distance is also less. 
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Fig10: Comparison between with and Without Feature selection using Improved k-means.
Improved  K-
mean

Without FS With FS

Et 0.009 0.002

Iter 5.6 2

Dist 2.8045 2.7082

Fig11 shows that after feature extraction the execution time is reduced, distance is also reduced. But number of
iterations is increased.

Fig11: Comparison between with and Without Feature selection using K-Medoids.
K-Medoids Without FS With FS

et 0.020 0.009

iter 2 2.7

Dist 5.31283 4.935

Yield Prediction: The yield is predicted using Improved K-Means, K-medoids.
Important Terms:
1. AP: It stands for Actual Production.
2. PP1: Production using Clustering algorithms.
3. E1: Differennce between AP and PP1
4. PP2: Production using Average calculation.
5. E2: Amount of error due to wrong predicting the PP2.
6. District: Included Haryana district

Improved K-Means:
Input: The 2 inputs are applied to Improved K-Means algorithms as:
1. Data: It is combination of the environment and production data. In this normalization is used to remove unwanted
noise.
2. K: The k is number of Cluster here k=2.
Output: The output includes:
1. District: The 10 districts of Haryana are used. 
2. Actual output: The output actually gained from the crop. It is used to calculate the error between predicted and
actual.
3. Proposed Production: The output obtained using its district plus all similar districts to it.
4. Error in Proposed Production: The difference between actual and predicted using its own district + similar kind
of district (Clustering Concept).
5. Base Production: The output obtains in its own district.
6. Error in Base Production: The amounts of error come in between actual production and B.P
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Fig12: Output using Improved K-means.

The above line in fig13, show the amount of difference in base yield prediction. The below line show the error using
proposed yield prediction method. As, it is clearly seen that the base yield prediction method error rates is higher as
compared to proposed yield prediction error rate.

Fig13: comparison of erroneous using Improved K-means.
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Fig14: comparison of base production, proposed production using Improved K-means.

K-Medoids:
Input: The inputs are applied to K-Medoids algorithms as:
1. Data: It is combined dataset of production and environment factors.
2. K:  k is considered as 2.
3. Cityblock: The city name.

Clusters Formation:

Fig 15: Districts of Haryana considered for analysis.
District Symbol
KKR +
Karnal +
Bhiwani 0
Hissar 0
Jhajjar +
Sirsa 0
Sonipat +
Mahendergarh +
Rohtak +
Fatehabad 0

The fig15 show that the district having + sign fall in cluster1 and with 0 symbols falls in cluster2.

Output: The output includes:
1. District Name: Name of all used Haryana districts. 
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2. Actual output: The obtained Output after cutting the crop.
3. Proposed Production: The outcome using K-medoid clustering algorithm plus output of base prediction
4. Error in Proposed Production1: The amount of error during forecasting the yield using C.B.Err
5. Base Production: The outcome achieved in its own district.
6. Error in Base Production 2: The difference between Actual and Base production. It is represented by B.Err.

Predicted Production:  The fig14 show the actual production of 2016. C.B.P is computed using clustering based
prediction method. The C.B.Err  is  the amount of difference occurs  in between actual  production and predicted
production using clustering algorithm. The B.P is prediction attained using base concept. The B.Err is the amount of
error occurs during prediction.   

Fig16: Production according to districts
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Fig17: Production using base and proposed method.
 
From Fig 18, it is clearly seen that the error rate in proposed method is less than the base method.

Fig18: Error rate in between base and proposed method implemented by K-Medoids

V. CONCLUSION

From the paper, it  is  concluded that  the without feature extraction the improved works better than k-means, k-
medoids but having very high number of iteration. The iteration number is reduced after using feature selection. This
makes Improved K-Means as optimal Algorithm. Beside it, K-Medoids also work better than Basic K-Means in both
feature selection or without feature selection. So, overall Improved K-Means and K-medoids are efficient algorithm
on agricultural  data.  To predict  the yield both algorithms are implemented.  The result  provided by K-Medoids
forecast production near to actual production and improved K-Means lacks. At the end of the, it is paper consolidate
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that K-Medoids and Improved K-Means both are optimal algorithms. One gives close output related to yield, other
giver better results in feature selection. In future the work can be carried out on larger data set.
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